Next Generation Information Access Security... Made Simple
Protecting high value information via an Information Access Security Broker (IASB)

Unique fingerprinting
technology protects your high
value information right down
to
level.

A good IASB does not keep a
copy of your data, so no
increase in risk, rather
irreversible fingerprints are
indexed in a vault.

Irreversible fingerprints are
matched against content being
processed within enterprise
data streams such as email, file
servers and cloud collaboration

An IASB intervenes when a
match is detected, protecting
enterprise and customer high
value content in real time.

Real time reporting and
visualisation
supports data asset analysis,
audit, compliance and risk
reporting and period
comparison for trend analysis.

A Modular Solution for Greater Flexibility...
You only pay for the connectors and modules you need
making for an agile, extensible and flexible enterprise solution.

Real Time Alert

Infinity

Structure

Offers enterprise administrators
and individual end users Data
Breach alerts in real time via
end point popup
messaging.

Allows multiple businesses to
securely share and track
protected content across
multiple enterprise datastreams
supporting detailed reporting of
how your data is used by external
collaborators and supply chain.

Provides real time tracking and
control of structured data at
point of export for content
protection, audit and
compliance.

Classify

Identify

Investigate

Uses machine learning
algorithms and AI, to identify
and automatically classify
enterprise and
customer information in transit
across disparate systems.

Reassuring your clients that
their information is safe with
you. Fingerprints and indexes
incoming third party or
customer owned digital
information across email and
multiple data rooms, in the
cloud or on premise, in real
time. Supports risk profiling
against the inadvertent use of
third party IP, legal eDiscovery
and customer asset removal.

Provides an aggregated at a
glance overview
of IASB events related to
enterprise and customer
content and drills down to
potential suspicious end user
behaviour and enterprise high
value content accessibility.
Incorporates behavioural
analysis and real time
visualisation.

Information Access Security Broker
Protecting high value information at a
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level.

For more information you can contact us at: 02920647012/contact@geolang.com

